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Python Strings

♦ Start and end with double quotes: "foobar"
♦ Or start and end with single quotes: 'foobar'
♦ To include single quotes in the string, surround with double quotes: "foo'bar"
♦ To include a doubles quotes in the string, surround with single quotes: 'foo"bar'



Backslash Escapes

♦ To include special characters, use a backslash followed by a special code.
♦ Example: "foo\nbar" will print foo and bar on separate lines.
♦ \n is a newline
♦ \t is a tab
♦ \r is a carriage return
♦ \\ is a backslash
♦ \' is a single quote
♦ \" is a double quote



Multiline Strings

♦ Start and end with ”””
♦ Can span multiple lines



Line Endings

♦ Linux: lines end with newline
♦ Mac OS: lines end with newline
♦ Mac OS 9: lines end with carriage return
♦ Windoze: lines end with carriage return followed by line feed
♦ Python “normalizes” line endings - in a program there are only newlines



The print Function

♦ Can print more than one value
>>> print(1, 2, "foobar")
1 2 foobar
>>>

♦ Items are separated by a space
♦ The last item is followed by a newline
♦ Can change with keyword parameters

>>> print(1, 2, "foobar", sep="#", end="the end\n")
1#2#foobarthe end
>>>



The input Function

♦ Reads a line of input and returns it as a string
>>> s = input()
This is some input
>>> s
'This is some input'
>>> print(s)
This is some input
>>>

♦ When you type a string value in the Python shell, it prints single quotes around it
♦ When you use the print function on a string, it doesn’t print the quotes
♦ To convert string input to an int, use the int function: n = int(input())
♦ To convert string input to a double, use the float function: n = float(input())



Boolean Values

♦ True, False
♦ The type is bool



Boolean Operators

p q p and q
True True True
True False False
False True False
False False False

p q p or q
True True True
True False True
False True True
False False True

p not p
True False
False True
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Boolean Expressions

>>> True and False or True
True
>>> True or not False
True
>>> True or False and False or False
True
>>>



Relational Operators

< Less than
<= Less than or equal to
> Greater than
>= Greater than or equal to
== Equal
!= Not equal



Checking Ranges

>>> x = 3
>>> 1 < x
True
>>> 1 > x
False
>>> 1 < x and x < 5
True
>>> 1 < x < 5
True
>>> 1 < x < 2
False
>>>



Comparing Strings

>>> "A" < "a"
True
>>> "A" < "Abc"
True
>>> "Abc" <= "Abc"
True
>>> "Abc" <= "Abcd"
True
>>> "A" in "ABC"
True
>>> "foo" in "foobar"
True
>>> "Foo" in "foobar"
False
>>>



Using Numbers and Strings as Booleans

>>> not 0
True
>>> not 1
False
>>> not ""
True
>>> not "foo"
False
>>> not "True"
False
>>> not "False"
False


